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ASSISTANCE

Lusine Poppel.

by Lazarus Union

The Grand Master and The
Grand Chancellor of the
Knighthood of Honour,
Senator h.c. Wolfgang
Steinhardt and Lieutenant
General CLSI Christoph
Ptak, assisted His Excellency
during the Confirmation
ceremony and hand washing as ‘Noble Lords’. The
tasks of the Noble Lords are,
liturgically, the following:

Lazarus Knights Of Honour
served as throne attendants
for the Papal Nuncio to Austria, HE Archbishop Dr. Peter Stephan Zurbriggen, at
the Albanian community’s
Confirmation ceremony in
the parish church of
Rudolfsheim, Vienna, on
06/03/2012.
This was a great honour and
distinction bestowed on The
Knighthood of Honour of the
Lazarus Union of the
Hospitaller Order of St. Lazarus of Jerusalem. His Excellency the Papal Nuncio was
received and welcomed by
Father Don Pren Kola in
front of the church. The
Knights of Honour then ceremonially escorted His Excellency into the church, which
was filled to the last seat.
The Commander of the CSLI
Guard of Honour and Prior
of the Brotherhood of St.
Archangel Michael, Colonel
CSLI Patrick Poppel, served
as master of ceremonies for
the Confirmations and the
Pontifical Mass. The solemn
organ music was played by
First Lieutenant CSLI Mag.

Tasks of the secular throne
attendant (‘Noble Lord’) in
the Pontifical Mass
In the Pontifical Mass the
Bishop can, in addition to the
ministri sacri, also employ
secular throne attendants.
These may, in accordance
with their status, appear in
ceremonial dress. In general,
these attendants are constituted from Members of the
Nobility, Knights of a Religious Order, Officials or Officers. They are known as
‘Noble Lords’.
They help the Bishop put on
the liturgical vestments and
carry the hand basin to the
Offertory for the washing of
hands before the throne.
From the Bishop’s arrival
until the end of the liturgy,
they remain near him.
Because of their part in the
hand-washing, it is recommended that these
attendants be placed near
the gift table because the
water and towel are there.

There used to be rules for
how many Noble Lords different church dignitaries
could have. Bishops could
have one while Cardinals,
Nuncios and Apostolic Legates usually at least two.
The Nuncio’s bestowing of
The Pope’s Apostolic Blessing on the congregation was
the impressive climax and
conclusion of this wonderful
ceremony.
Twenty-eight young people
had been granted Confirmation and the Papal Nuncio
was touched by the eager
participation of the Albanian
youth in Vienna. He called
them “the young Knights of
Christ”, an allusion to the
Knighthood of Honour of the
Lazarus Union, who had
formed the ‘Guard’ for His
Excellency.
After the confirmation the
Nuncio stayed and, clearly
feeling comfortable, celebrated with us for another
two hours with Albanian
specialties in a large parish
hall. A great, kind and lovable man with charisma!
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TOWER OF LONDON
by Mike Boxall

On the evening of 29th June
2012, members of CSLI GB&I
joined members of the British Association of Chevaliers
of the Order of Saint
Stanislas in a private tour of
the famous Tower of London. The evening was both a
fund-raising event and a
social
get-together
for
members of the two organisations.
Our host, Yeoman Warder
Dave Phillips MMLJ, part of
whose ‘day job’ is guiding
visitors to the historic site,
ensured that the evening
was both educational and
great fun. Dave began with a
brief description of the
buildings and walls of the
Tower and his confident
delivery and probing questions soon revealed his
background as a senior Warrant Officer in the British
Army.
We learned that the central

‘White Tower’, home of British Monarchs for 700 years,
was begun in 1078; we
learned that there are actually 20 towers in The Tower
of London; we learned that
the Yeoman Warders, or
‘Beefeaters’ have been
guarding the tower for 900
years; and we learned about
executions…
As Dave explained, for centuries traitors and other
important prisoners were
held in the Tower. The unfortunate ones like Sir, now
Saint, Thomas Moore who
refused to accept King Henry
VIII as head of the English
Church and Guy Fawkes who
tried to blow up our Parliament ended their lives at
public execution. Dave’s
vivid description of the five
axe blows it took to behead
the Duke of Monmouth in
1685 while he writhed,
screamed, and moaned on
the scaffold will live in our
nightmares for some time to
come!
Our tour of the Tower
grounds ended at The
Chapel Royal of St. Peter
ad Vincula where the
execution theme continued. We learned that the
bodies of three Queens of
England Anne Boleyn,
Catherine Howard and
Jane Grey, and two saints
of the Roman Catholic

Church, Sir Thomas More
and John Fisher, are buried
here.
On a less macabre note, the
Chapel also contains monuments that commemorate
previous officers and residents of the Tower, including The Duke of Wellington
who held the appointment
of Constable of the Tower of
London for 26 years.
At this point we retired to
the Yeoman Warders’ Club
for an eagerly awaited drink
or two and a delicious supper before the second treat
of the evening – witnessing
the ancient Ceremony of the
Keys.
Just before 10 o’clock, as has
happened every night for
over 600 years, the Chief
Yeoman Warder of the Tower, carrying the keys to the
main gates of the Tower and
escorted by four soldiers of
the Palace Guard, locks the
outer and middle gates of
the Tower.
On his return the Chief Yeoman Warder is challenged by
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an armed sentry with the
words:
"Halt, who comes there?"
"The Keys!" he answers.
"Whose Keys?" asks the sentry
"Queen Elizabeth's Keys"
replies the Chief Warder.
"Pass Queen Elizabeth's
Keys," says the sentry, "and
all's well."
The Chief Warder and escort
then march through the
Bloody Tower archway and
up towards the Broadwalk
Steps where the Main Guard
is drawn up. There the Chief
Warder calls "God preserve
Queen Elizabeth" and the
Guard replies "Amen." The
ancient ceremony ends with
The Last Post sounded on a
bugle.
This wasn’t the end of our
evening, however, as we
returned to the Yeoman
Warders’ Club for further

refreshment and drawing of
the raffle. Proceeds from
this and our booking donations for the evening totalled
over £850 which, appropriately in the light of the wonderfully historic evening
we’d had, will be donated to
The Chapel of St Peter ad
Vincula appeal.
You may be wondering, as
some of us did as we finished our last glass in the
Yeoman Warders’ Club, if
the gates to The Tower of
London were now locked –
how were we to get out?
Yeoman Warder Dave offered us the use of some
rope and grappling hooks to
scale the walls but then revealed that, although the
main gates are locked at 10
o’clock, small wicket gates in
them are open until midnight.
And so, as we made our way
out through these small
gates, we could look back on
an evening of fascinating
historical detail and wonderful companionship with fellow CSLI GB&I members and
the British Association of
Chevaliers of the Order of
Saint Stanislas. Now all we
had to do was try to banish
from our minds Dave’s vivid
description of the Duke of
Monmouth’s
beheading
before we went to sleep that
night…

AIRFIELD
EVENT 2012
by Lazarus Union

On June 30th and
July 1st, 2012 this
year‘s airfield festival was
held on Stockerau airfield,
celebrating the 30th anniversary of the local flying
club. The FSV 2000 is not
only a honorary member of
the Lazarus Union but also
the main sponsor of the CSLI
Handicapped AIr Days which
have over the years already
become a wonderful tradition.
They not only make the full
airfield infrastructure available to us but forgo also landing fees for us and provide
most of the catering. Their
pilots fly for us gratuitously
so that we just have to pay
for the fuel, something
which nowadays is almost
unbelievable but nevertheless a fact, thank God!
Se we were more than
pleased to do our stint to
make sure that the festival
becomes a success by enriching their „display area“
with the help of friendly
organisations (in that case
the junior fire brigade of the
disaster relief service Vienna) and at the same time
standing by in case a flying
accident would have happened. Fortunately the professional planning and the
discipline of all participants
made this a theoretical
event only.
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Also our 1st and 2nd ALAC
helicopter squadrons with
their pilots were in operation again, performing lots
of sightseeing flights. A
bouncy castle for children,
round trips with sporting
planes, aerobics and formation flights, sailing flights
with passengers and aerobics, model airplane shows
with unique models, a perfect catering including cold
drinks all ensured that the
surprisingly large amount of
visitors were able to enjoy
the day despite temperatures of 35° (in the shade).
With regard to the 6th CSLI
Handicapped Air Day on
September 8th, 2012 with
the subsequent benefit concert of the LAZARUS UNION
BIG BAND we had a most
successful rehearsal, as we
then will have as additional
challenge our dear handicapped guests to whom we
also want to convey the
wonderful feeling of flying
and other attractions. Let us

hope that this event will go
by as successful as the airfield festival of the FSV 2000.

flag and a strong delegation,
led by Senator h.c. Wolfgang
Steinhardt.

Again thanks to all comrades
who helped to make this
festival a huge success!

Among the other participants:
HE the Ambassador of the
Croatian Republic Gordan
Bakota, Military Commander
of the region of Vienna Bgdr.
Kurt Wagner, high ranking
Officers of the Austrian Army,
Mag. Markus Habsburg –
Lothringen. Representatives
of many foreign naval comradeships, and from the Austrian counties. Military attachés from Italy, represented
by Col. Paolo Stendardo, from
the Czech Republic, from
Hungary, and from Bulgaria.

NAVAL MEMORIAL DAY
by Lazarus Union

The
“Österreichische
Marineverband ÖMV” under
the command of its president
Colonel ret. Baurat h.c. Prof.
DI Karl Skrivanek, with the
support of the Military Command of Vienna of the Austria Armed Force and the
“Marinekameradschaft Admiral Erzherzog Franz Ferdinand Wien im ÖMV ” have
had organized this impressive
Naval Memorial Day 2012.
The
naval
comradeship
„Vizeadmiral Erzherzog Ferdinand Max“ (Vice Admiral
Archduke Ferdinand Max),
embedded in the Austrian
Naval Federation and in the
LAZARUS UNION, participated
in this ceremonial act with its

Deutschmeister from Vienna,
the “Riding Artillery Regiment
No. 2” with a saluting gun and
delegations from various traditional comradeship organisations.
The musical framework was
provided by the band of the
Austrian Army Guard Corps.
Flag parade, – in remembrance of fallen comrades a
memorial wreath was entrusted the river Danube from
aboard the patrol boat „Colonel Brecht.”
The guests of honour endured
the rainy weather with bravery, as a comfort the
Deutschmeister
provided
fermented sunshine at a small
stand to fight the humidity
within!
In the afternoon a partnership
treaty was ceremoniously
signed at the Italian Embassy
between the Austrian Naval
Federation and the “Gruppo
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the attack of the steam ship
Kaiser undermined his words.
In a friendly and comfortable
way the celebration closed
with fried chicken and a salad
buffet.
Another marine celebration is
scheduled as soon as the
missing members are back
from Europe.
VIRIBUS UNITIS

di Trieste of the Associazione
Marinai D´Italia.”

the Commander‘s Cross of the
CSLI Navy Corps.

MK-EFM KOMMAND

Ferdinand Graf lifted the lid
on flag „Z“, quasi as an omega, documenting the temporarily finished work on the
Marine-Bar a plaque remembering this commemoration.

by Prof. Hans König

On June 22nd, 2012, seven
persons gathered in El Sauzal
in the North of Tenerife not
only to commemorate the
Battle of Lissa but also to
found the naval comradeship.
Two friends were on a trip
through Europe but the rest
showed great enthusiasm. 33
degrees were less than comfortable for those wearing
uniforms but the prospect of
cold drinks kept them in order.
Prof. Hans König as Commander climbed the „bridge
deck“,flag officer Ferdinand
Graf reported the crew at
order and then the Commander took over and commanded the comrades for the
flag parade.
Afterwards the participants
received their decrees and
Ferdinand Graf, as co-founder
and „Spiritus Rector“ of our
Marine Pool Bar received also

Anita König uncovered a small
monument
she
created,
showing a dolphin, the friend
of all seamen, remembering
the larger monument near
Vienna‘s Reichsbrücke.
After a small drink Hans König
explained the past, the goals,
and the future of the Austrian
Naval Comradeship, the role
of Archduke Ferdinand Max as
Commander
of
the
AustrianNavy and his connections to Tenerife.

8.AIR
GROUND
TRAINING

STAFF

by Paul Wolfgang Weis

Early on the hot morning of
August 18th, 16 new and
cheerful future Flight Assistants met at Stockerau Airfield.

Drawn from the Lazarus Order, the Voluntary Fire Brigade and other backgrounds
we were indeed a varied
group, but our goal was
clear: we all wanted to be
Flight Assistants!
Under the professional guidance of Course Tutor Senator h.c. Wolfgang Steinhardt,
we were first introduced to
each other and then began
the theoretical introduction.

Afterwards the Battle of Lissa
and why this was an important day for Austria were
explained to the participants,
which after all came from
four different countries.
König‘s own oil painting of
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After we had been sufficiently prepared for the dangers
of aviation and especially
those of airfields, a practical
exercise was very welcome.
Getting a wheelchair into a
light aircraft is more complicated than it sounds!
The risks may seem negligible to the uninitiated but
there are risks, not only for
the Flight Assistant but also
for the wheelchair user.
However, these can be minimised by good training. Our
course tutor introduced
himself as “medium available”.
After we had mastered this
task it was back to the theory, this time aviation law and
the hazards of helicopters.
Later we moved outside to
stake out an “outside landing field”, and see how to
ensure the secure and proper refuelling of a helicopter.
This holds many dangers,
anything from a broken fuel
pump to a violent explosion
is possible if things are not
handled correctly.
After a short pause came the
great practice exercise for
the air show: Each group,
consisting of four people,

was allotted its task: it had
to manoeuvre a different
group, including wheelchair
users, into the helicopter
which then made a short
sightseeing flight. On its
return, the helicopter passengers were manually unloaded before the next
group could start. This exercise was carried out to almost professional standards.
The helicopter flight for all
attendants was a highlight of
the course and a wonderful
experience.
Next came the written exam
that everyone passed successfully and so can now
wear with pride the “Silver
Flight Wings” of the Lazarus
Union Air Corps.
All in all it was a very informative and instructive
day and I look forward to
being able to use my
knowledge on the flight day!
Note:
An exceptional seminar was
also held under the supervision of University Lecturer
and Doctor of Medicine Gabriel Halat (Executive Officer for
the Medical Services of the Lazarus Union). This
seminar on First
Aid with the accent on life support,
included
many
practical
exercises and was

particularly valuable.

1ST BOAT OF THE MKEFM
by Prof. Hans König

The first of september 2012 the
comradeship of Archduke Ferdinand Max of the ancient austrian hungarian navy met together
in El Sauzal (Tenerife) at the
terraces of our new comrades
Dunka Rustova and Hartmut Rust
with purpose of handing out
their new decrees.
After showing the flag oft he
Navy Corps oft the CSLI the
commanderHans König gave his
warmest and most heartly regards to the new members and
presented them to the yet members.
In
the
wonderful
sorrounding of the Rust family’s
chalet the comradeship felt very
comfortable.
The bufet was delicious together
with the marvellous view at the
sea. The friendship of all the
members had been deeply renewed.
During the absence of Cdr. König
in Tenerife, Hartmut Rust and
Ferdinand Graf will negociate the
comradeship and will organize
more meetings in future.
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FIRST CONCERT
by Spectator

When the Music Corps of
the LAZARUS UNION was
founded almost one year
ago and the LAZARUS UNION BIG BAND a few
months later, such a concert
was merely a vision and
nobody dared thinking that
such a performance would
one day become reality.
We want to express our
thanks here especially to the
musical representative of
the LAZARUS UNION, CSLI
BgdrGen Bandmaster Fritz
Lentner who not only made
his debut by providing the
sophisticated white tunics
but also formed the Big Band
in the constellation as it presented itself.
The premiere concert itself
was brilliant and the setting
in the large round hangar at
Stockerau airfield was a perfect background to experience and above all enjoy the
big band sound of the

edged very well by the audience.

“Glenn Miller Swing Time“
authentically and eyeball to
eyeball.
A vintage aerobatics bi-plane
decorated the stage and the
band grouped itself around
it. The banners and flags of
the LAZARUS UNION, handcrafted embroideries by our
Pakistani CSLI group, made
for the icing on the cake.
Unfortunately our bandmaster could not conduct the
concert personally (he was
“stuck“ in Moscow and could
not return before the day
after) so our keyboarder
Max Höller took the musical
lead and our President and
Union Commander provided
the narrative framework at
short notice.
Both of them completed
their job with superior ease
and the information provided between the musical
pieces with all the legends
connected to them broke up
the concert in a most pleasant way and were acknowl-

Especially worth mentioning
was the performance of our
soloists, ahead of all our
singer Bernd Kreuzberger.
His husky and sensual voice
combined with his talent for
improvisation must be labelled as “most extraordinarily“ (his singing of “My
Way“ would have rendered
Frank Sinatra green with
envy). Just like in the time of
Glenn Miller the audience
could listen to pure and authentic sound with boosters
only used for the singer‘s
voice, the e-bass, and the
keyboard.
An unexpected but nevertheless terrific highlight was
to be experienced when
exactly while “American
Patrol“ was being given the
Antonov AN.2 departed,
shifting ourselves into “The
Glenn Miller Story“ movie,
to the scene when bombs
were falling on London during a Glenn Miller concert.
The musicians got afraid and
stopped performing or continued only in a very low
voice (every big band worth
its money can show this interpretation today). While
the audience took cover
Glenn Miller stoically continued to conduct and suddenly the music came back
to its full sound once more.
With the sound from the
Antonov as background music together with the piano
followed by a fortissimo the
timing could not have been
better and not only the aupage |8
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thor of this report but the
complete audience were
given goose-pimples.
With the final encore “In the
Mood“, reclaimed with roaring applause, the premiere
concert and also the 6. CSLI
Handicapped Air Day finally
came to an end, leaving only
the final question from our
guests “… when is the next
air day scheduled?“
After this recognised success
of the LAZARUS UNION BIG
BAND the next air day will
most definitely again end
with a concert. We thank
our musicians for the good
time and hope that the big
band will be booked frequently by other organisers
for various events. All clear
profits from such appearances will go straight into
the Lazarus Union project
fund.

6. HANDICAPPED AIR DAY
by Wolfgang Steinhardt

Our main event in the year
2012, the „6th CSLI Handicapped Air Day 2012“, finished for the 6th time without incidents and in best
weather on Sept. 9th, 2012.

119 CSLI supporters from
the CSLI Air Wing, the ALAC
(Aerial Lazarus Air Corp), the
CSLI Navy Corps, the Spillern
Volunteer Fire Brigade, the
Katastrophenhilfsdienst
Wien with its youth fire brigade, the Fliegergruppe
Wien, Hubert Petutschnig
with his Antonov AN-2, the
comradeship Mödling, the
Guards Regiment of the Austrian Army, the Harley Davidson Club, and many more
helped to bring exactly 273
guests (not counting their
escorts) in the air in a total
of 94 flights.
A new record! Also the
premiere of our newly
formed BIG BAND of the
LAZARUS UNION at the end
of the air day was a huge
success. As many guests
came by bus and had to
leave early to meet their
schedule they did so only
under protest because they
could not see the end of the
concert.
450 pairs of sausage, 400
rolls and 15 loaves of bread
were eaten, more than
1.500 refreshment drinks
were served and 420 pieces
of cake consumed together
with 350 cups
of coffee. The
round
trips
with veteran
cars, guided
air field tours,
and the visit of
the
Harley
Davidson Club
(despite the
big
Harley
event
that

weekend inCarinthia!) were
additional highlights of our
event. Many thanks to all
who made this possible!
Once more I want to thank
you all for your efforts and
your cooperation (everyone
stepped in where necessary
without complaints) at our
6th CSLI Handicapped Air Day
(all group commanders
please relay this to those
comrades I cannot reach by
email). Also the dismantling
this time worked well and in
record time. For the setup
on the day before the event
I would appreciate some
more help next time. By
your efforts you made many
people very happy. From the
reactions I received so far it
seems to me that we definitely close a real gap in disabled care.
Please consider in your future planning that the 7th
air day will be on September
7th 2013 (assuming the OK
from the FSV 2000 which I
do not doubt).
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almost effortless inVienna as
well as inSplit.
Problems commenced at the
marina where we were to
take over our ships. The
large boat we had rented
especially for the participants with wheelchairs was
not available as it was totalled two days before our
arrival and a comparable
one was not available.

SAILING

restricts itself to the simple
facts without any euphemisms how well it went and
similar.

”…always facing new challenges…“

Soon there will be a detailed
report of this extraordinary
event together with many
nice pictures.

First I would like to say that I
do not have any sailing or
other naval experiences
whatsoever and have been
looking forward to this
cruise on small ships with
rather mixed feelings. Fortunately our skipper was a
long-time
professional
yachtsman with lots of experiences for which we were
most thankful as we had to
make much use of them.

Therefore I want to give only
a very basic report which
also critically addresses the
problems of such a cruise,
not omitting the negative
experiences. This report
shall be considered as valuable information to similar
organizations what to look
for and what to improve on
planning like activities. So it
is not to be taken as a travelogue in the usual sense but

The preparations and the
flight to Split inCroatiawith
Austrian were without any
complications although it
was the first flight for several participants. Austrian was
perfect in handling all
wheelchair issues and we
explicitly want to express
our thanks to them. Extra
shuttle services from the
gate to the plane made
boarding and disembarking

1.DISABLED
CRUISE
by Wolfgang Steinhardt

This is our mission statement and as such it was the
motivating factor ideating,
planning, organising, and
performing such an activity.

Only with a lot of trouble
and support from our chartering company a comparable vessel could be organised which unfortunately
offered only eight instead of
twelve beds in four bunks.
But the crew lists had already been submitted to the
authorities and so we could
not make new arrangements.
It was also planned to have
this ship run by a specially
hired crew also assisting
with supporting the handicapped people at sea. But
because of the reduced
number of beds this was not
possible. Fortunately the
second skipper agreed to
forgo his bunk, instead
sleeping on deck or in the
living room and also to operate the vessel all on his
own.
It was obvious that this
would provide for a lot of
trouble and work but the
only alternative would have
been to send home all people from the second ship.
But as I never accept problems as anything else than
p a g e | 10
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challenges I decided to make
the best from this situation
accepting it as it was. Of
course everyone was informed on the new situation
but all wanted to proceed to
sea as quickly as possible.

any ad hoc assistance and so
every ship had to solve its
“problems” all on itself. At
sea such a mutual assistance
would anyhow not have
been possible at all (or only
with unjustifiable efforts).

five aids were supporting
four handicapped passengers. Still the originally good
atmosphere did not come
back again as the criticism
was held up despite these
measure.

One experience we (unfortunately) had to make was
that handicapped people do
not want to be seen as “disabled“ and want to be treated like “normal” persons but
on the other hand when this
“wish” is respected they
always very decidedly point
out their handicap and expect respectively request
“automatic support.”

There is one thing I am very
willing to admit: The problems associated with bringing persons depending on a
wheelchair with limited usage of their hands on deck
and back again through a
rather steep companionway
have been completely underestimated. Boarding the
ship by using a plank only
one foot wide was a challenge already for normal
persons even in light seas.

Apparently it was expected
that this sailing cruise would
be a “luxury trip” with “24hr
service” and that all CSLI
members had to be “available on the slightest hint.” All
CSLI members not only paid
for their trip by themselves
but also paid a share of the
cost for our handicapped
guests, spent their vacation
days, and were always willing to help whenever the
need arose. But there was
hardly a “… please help
me…” or a “…thanks…” to be
heard, something which was
not really cheering them up.
Also statements like “… why
should we say PLEASE or
THANK YOU, we are handicapped…” have given me
lots of grief thoughts. To say

Although on both ships
there were persons who
were depending on the support of others after two days
“mutiny” was the name of
the game on the smaller of
the two vessels. One lady
thought that the “other
boat” did too little for the
benefit of the small ship and
that “… all the trouble with
the wheelchairs is put on the
small boat only…” Unfortunately this criticism was not
directed to me as organiser
but spoken out aloud in
front of all participants during a common dinner. This
completely ruined the atmosphere which until then
had been good despite all
the problems and there
were shocked faces all over
the place.

The problem was solved in
such a way that one experienced aide assisted on the
smaller vessel during daytime, only changing ship for
the night. So also for the
handicapped people a safe
stay on deck was possible,

As the moorings of the two
ships often were far apart it
would not have been possible technically to provide
p a g e | 11
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PLEASE and THANK YOU is so
obvious and self-evident for
me that I do not even have
to consider it and has absolutely nothing to do with any
handicap at all. Also it is by
far not the rule that completely unknown foreign
handicapped persons are
offered such a sailing cruise
at all. After all the Lazarus
Union has sponsored this
trip for the handicapped
guests with more that
€2000.
As a result is has to be noted
that it is very problematic to
bring together (in such a
confined space like a small
sailing ship) people not
known to each other before
especially when their needs
are not known well enough
(e.g. with handicaps). Some
“basic fitness” and “basic
abilities” also have to be
assumed as the stay in the
cabin as well as on deck can
be dangerous for people
who are blind or paralyzed
or who can not use their
hands to secure themselves.
Every one of our guests did
have their own aide but apparently this was not sufficient to get everybody in a

good mood. I
think it is a real
shame as the
will and the efforts to get everything right for
the participants
of the trip were
definitely there.
Still we were
able to perform
many
unique
activities and the whole trip
was finished without any
incident or accident and
even without the slightest
injury. You will learn more
about these trips in the oncoming report which will
also be accompanied by lots
of pictures.

To be honest this event
clearly showed the limits of
our (current) possibilities.
But if you don’t try you
would not know if it works
or not (at least as planned).
In this sense we will continue to follow our mission
statement that we will
“…always face new challenges…”
Sometimes it works better (
CSLI Flying Days) and sometimes (sorry) not so perfect.
That´s live and we have to
accept it!

So as the organizer and main
responsible I can say that
the journey was a success
nevertheless *). If it will be
done a second time even
with the best will in the
world I cannot say. The findings of THIS trip would definitely influence any new
sailing cruise.
Finally a big thank you to all
CSLI members who helped
making this trip possible.
Especially to Christoph Ptak
who as highest ranking “notnautical” CSLI officer aided
much with his unshakable
calm attitude to avoid any
real escalation and so made
it possible for all to have
some fun and enjoy this
cruise. For all participants
this was a real adventure
with lots of new experiences!
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